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Land and Water Formations

Match each physical feature to its description.

sand dune a narrow strip of land connecting two large areas of land

river a deep v-shaped valley

ocean a hill made of loose sand

canyon a large salt water body

peninsula a large body of ice moving down a valley

isthmus a  rocky area of land with steep slopes

glacier a large body of fresh water surrounded by land

lake a natural stream of fresh water !owing across the land 

waterfall a narrow waterway connecting two larger water bodies

strait a steep fall of a river or a stream from a great height

mountain a strip of land surrounded by water on three sides
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Name : Answer key

Land and Water Formations

Match each physical feature to its description.

sand dune a narrow strip of land connecting two large areas of land

river a deep v-shaped valley

ocean a hill made of loose sand

canyon a large salt water body

peninsula a large body of ice moving down a valley

isthmus a  rocky area of land with steep slopes

glacier a large body of fresh water surrounded by land

lake a natural stream of fresh water !owing across the land 

waterfall a narrow waterway connecting two larger water bodies

strait a steep fall of a river or a stream from a great height

mountain a strip of land surrounded by water on three sides
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